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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paperwe present a low complexity user grouping algorithm for multi-user MIMO system employing 

opportunistic fair scheduling (OFS) and zero forcing beamforming (ZFB), and develop a framework for 

cross-layer resource scheduling. Given a particular subset of users and their channel conditions, the 

optimal beamforming scheme can be calculated. The multi-user resource scheduling problem then refers to 

the selection of the optimal subset of users for transmission at each time instant to maximize the total 

throughput of the system. The simulation result shows that the performance of resource scheduling 

algorithm based on user grouping method proposed in this paper is close to the optimal performance which 

used exhaustion method. In addition, user grouping does not affect the fairness among all users. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In the last mid-1990s, Telatar, Foschini and Gans proved that Multiple-Input Multiple-Output 

(MIMO) techniques can notably increase the channel capacity and diversity gain under the 

condition of ideal propagation channel model[1][2], theoretically MIMO channel capacity 

enhances linearly with the number of transmitting and receiving antenna. Since then researchers 

concentrated on digging up the potential diversity gain and multiplexing gain. Unremitting efforts 

by scholars in the field of information theory[3][4], people gradually realized that capacity of 

multi-user MIMO system is much more than point-to-point system. 
 

In strategies of multi-user transmission, the uppermost one is precoding method, i.e. base-station 

form a wave beam pointed to the thereby precoding can also be called beam-forming technique. 

In the implementation perspective, precoding algorithms for multi-user MIMO can be sub-

divided into linear and nonlinear precoding types. Linear precoding approaches such as zero-

forcing (ZF)[5] can achieve reasonable throughput performance with low complexity relative to 

nonlinear precoding approaches. Nonlinear precoding can achieve near optimal capacity at the 

expense of complexity and designed based on the concept of Dirty paper coding (DPC)[6] which 

shows that any known interference at the transmitter can be subtracted without the penalty of 

radio resources if the optimal precoding scheme can be applied to the transmit signal. 
 

Due to the rank condition imposed by the fact that each user’s precodingmatrix lies in the null 

space of all other user’s channels[7], the number of users that can be simultaneously supported 

with ZF is limited by the number of transmit antennas. For example, for a single antenna users’ 

caseM� ≥ K has to be satisfied for complete zero forcing, where M� and K denote the number of 

transmit antennas at the BS and the total number of users in the system. So we have to select a 

subset of users before the process of resource scheduling, and this result of selection will directly 

affect the performance of the system. 
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Therefore, user subset selection and resource allocation are two core problems of multiuser 

MIMO system resource scheduling. In this paper, we establish a general cross-layer resource 

scheduling model. For the first problem,  we propose one user subset selection algorithm with the 

aim of maximizing the system utility function. For the second we adopt the Opportunistic Fair 

Scheduling(OFS)[8][9] which can balance the performance of the system and the fair of users. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the downlink multiuser MIMO 

system including the user subset selection and beamforming scheme. Section III formulates the 

user subset selection problem and proposes the low-complexity algorithm for solving it. In 

section IV, we present a cross-layer resource scheduling strategy based on the OFS employing the 

algorithm of section III. Simulation results are given in Section V. Section VI contains the 

conclusions. 
 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 
 

We consider a downlink of a multiuser MIMO system as shown in Figure 1 with N� transmit 

antennas and N� receive antennas at its	mobile user. Each user estimates their respective channel 

state information (CSI) and feedbacks them to BS, let H�	ϵ	�����, denote the downlink channel 

of the ith user. The scheduler select one subset of the user to the data according to system QoS 

requirement and user’s CSI, then finish the physical layer mapping at the side BS. 
 
 

We assume the frame structure of physical layer is composed of TDM slot with L assignable slots 

in the system, so the maximal number of user subsets is L as described in Figure 2. It is known 

that any multiuser MIMO algorithm may have some constraints of the number of transmit and 

receiving antennas. Take the block diagonalizationbeamforming (DBB)[10] for example, this 

algorithm demands for null space of all other users, i.e. N� � ∑ N�����,��� , ∀k. When the number 

of transmit antenna cannot constraint, the scheduler sfirst choose a subset of users, the result of 

selection will directly affect the performance of a system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.   Downlink multiuser MIMO system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.   Structure of downlink multiuser MIMO frame 
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In a practical system, not only does scheduler consider the overall performance of the system 

takes account oof the fairness among all users. We introduce the concept of utility function which 

can reflect the degree of satisfaction of users to some extent, and system utility function can be 

defined as the total sum of all user utilities. We suppose the transmission rate of user k is r� with 

corresponding utility function expressed as U�(r�), then the task of schedule is select one subset 

of users to maximize the system utility function, denoted as 
 

Ω(G, r) = arg max'⊆�,)*U�(r�)
�∈'

																																																																																																																			(1) 
 

where G is a set of users be transmitted,r = -r�, … r�/ represents as rate allocation vector of users 

concerned with the physical layer transmission scheme, K  is global users,  Ω(G, r) denoted as the 

optimal scheduling strategy. It will theoretically be capable of finding out the best subset by the 

means of exhaustion method, whereas the complexity of calculation is too high to practical 

application. Consequently, low-complexity user grouping algorithm of necessity be presented. 
 

3. USER GROUPING 
 

We define a coefficient 012 for mutual correlations between user i and user  j, expressed 

as  012 = 4142, where 41 denotes the normalization factor of user i, i.e. 41 = 51/‖51‖8. 

The channel state information ℋ1 can be acquired by the base-station. 012 = 0indicates 

user i and user j are completely orthogonal; 012 = 1 means correlative; as a general rule, 

0 < 012 < 1. Specifically, we set a threshold ρ. The user with a correlation higher than ρ 

is considered as highly correlated and are assigned to the different user subset. The 

correlation coefficient of any two users in one subset is lower than ρ. We next describe 

the algorithm of user subset selection. In this case, the assumption of channel state 

information as previously stated has already known in base-station. 
 

The explicit steps of the algorithm are as follows: 
 

Step1 : Construct the matrix = of mutual correlations >?@, i.e. = = ->?@/. =takes the empirical                

value.  
 

Step 2 : Search for one  oftheaximum mutual correlations >AB, if >AB � C, make the user A 

and user B the first user of subset 1 and subset 2 respectively, represented as DEE and DEF.  
 

Step 3 : Select users of its correlations with DEE smaller than  G as the candidate set of subset 1, 

then add the user from this set with best orthogonality to subset 1. 
 

Step 4 : Find users of correlation with DFE smaller than  G as the candidate set of subset 1, choose 

the next user of subset 1 in the same way. 
 

Step 5 : Repeat step 4 until the number of users in one subset is up to system constraints or the 

candidate set is empty. 
 

Step 6 : New subset will be generated, provided that there are users not assigned to any subset 

and their correlations with “new user” are higher than  G. 
 

Step 7 : If the number of subsets exceeds the assignable time slot L, we may augment the value 

of  G in order to reduce the quantity. 
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For example, consider a five-user case. If the correlation matrix is 
 

1 0.02 0.22 0.37 0.41

0.02 1 0.18 0.30 0.47

0.22 0.18 1 0.34 0.18

0.37 0.30 0.34 1 0.28

0.41 0.47 0.18 0.28 1

 
 
 
 ℜ =
 
 
    

 

and ρ = 0.2, then the users are divided into three subsets, S� = -2 1/, S8 = -5 3/, and 

SM = -5/. Likewise, if ρ = 0.3, then the users are divided into two subsets, S� =-2				1				3/, S8 = -5 3				2				4/. If there are 16 users in one system, the relationship 

between grouping number and ρ is as Figure 3. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Subset division results for different threshold value. 
 

4. CROSS-LAYER RESOURCE SCHEDULING 
 

A generalized architecture for the OFS in downlink wireless system is proposed in [13,14] and we 

introduce a new user subset selection module on the basis of OFS as shown in Figure 4. Suppose 

that there are in total N users in the system. Result of user subset selection is G = -G�, G8, …GO}, 
where M is the sum of subsets. 

 
 

Figure  4.   Cross-layer resource scheduling based on user subset selection. 
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It is seen from Fig. 4 that at the scheduling interval corresponding to the ith time slot, the inputs 

to the scheduler are data flows of selected users, and the control parameters produced by the 

controller: P�i� = {P��i�,P8�i�… ,P��i�}�. 
 

The scheduler makes the decision of the rates of selected users X�i� = {X��i�, X8�i�, …X��i�}� for 

the slot i. We have XR�i� ≥ 0, those satisfying XR�i� > 0 is chosen as active users in the currently 

scheduled subset. The weighted sum rate of mth subset GS is defined as 
 Ω�GS, i� = * P��i�X��i�																																																																																																																							�2��∈'T

 

 

On the other hand, the inputs to the controller corresponding to the Uth time slot are the 

throughput priorities of users ∅ = W∅�, ∅8, … , ∅�X� and the rate decision X�i� output by (2). The 

deterministic fairness constraint is given by [8] 
 ∅�Y{X��i�} = ∅8Y{X8�i�} = ⋯ = ∅�Y{X��i�}																																																																																																				�3� 
 

In practical systems, Y{X��i� can normally be calculated as the average throughput over a finite-

length window. The least mean square-type algorithm is employed to solve the problem of 

updating the fairness weights P�i�[9], denoted a vector as   

 										f\P�i�] = ^f�\P�i�], f8\P�i�], … , f�\P�i�]_� 
 

≜ ∅∑ ∅a�a�� − 	Y c X�i,P�i��∑ Xa�i,P�i���a�� d 

 

Define the unbiased noisy observation of f\P�i�] as       

 y\i,P�i�] = ^y�\P�i�], y8\P�i�], … , y�\P�i�]_� 
 ≜ ∅∑ ∅a�a�� −	 X�i,P�i��∑ Xa�i,P�i���a��  

 

Then, at each control interval, the weight vector P�i� is updated as[12][13] 

 P�i + 1� = P�i� − 4�i�y\i,P�i�]																																																																																																									�4� 
 

For a zero-forcing beam-forming(ZFB) system, the beam-forming vector of selected user can be 

calculated as[16] 

  = HWHHgXh�D																																																																																																																																												�5� 
 

where D = diag�d�, … , dS�, d� = 1/k{WHHgXh�}�,�, m is the number of users. The minimum 

SINR requirement and power allocation vector are denoted as {γ�S�R, … , γRS�R}and {m�, …mR}, 
total power meets the restraint condition that ∑ m� ≤R��� oSpq. Let r� as the beam-forming vector 

of user i, the received SINR is [16]  
 

SINR� = m�d�8σ8 																																																																																																																																																	�6� 
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The minimum constraint condition of users is expressed as η = min�y�yR z{�|�}� ≥ 1, we can also 

obtain the conclusion that[11] 
 				η = PSpqσ8 ∑ }����R��� 																																																																																																																																												�7� 
 

Then, if η ≥ 1, the power allocation of users can be represented as  
 

p� = 	η σ8γ�d�8 , i = 1,… ,m																																																																																																																						�8� 
 

In conclusion, the weighted sum rate of users is denoted as 
 	Ω�GS, i� = * P��i��∈'T

log8�1 + γ�η� 
 

				= * P��i��∈'T
log8�1 + γ�PSpqσ8 ∑ }����R��� �																																																																																																			�9� 

 

Finally, we propose the resource scheduling algorithm based on the user subset selection. 

 

Step 1: Calculate � according to (7), if � ≥ E, turn to step 2, or else move out the newest user 

of selected subset until � ≥ E. 
 

Step 2: For each subset, calculate ����, �� according to (9), and choose the best subset to 

regard as the final decision of scheduling, i.e. 
 ���� = ��������∈� ����, ��																																																																																																																		�10� 

 

Step 3: Update weighs coefficients according to (4),    ��� + E� = ���� − �����\�,����] 
 

where���� is a small positive value to ensure the convergence. 
 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of resource scheduling algorithm based on user 

subset selection as mentioned above. The simulation conditions are as follows. The number of 

transmit antennas at the BS is N� = 4, N| = 1 at MS; the total number of users in the system is N = 16; the transmit and noise power are PSpq = 1 and σ8 = 0.25; the objective SINR is  

 γS�R = 1. 

 

A. Efficiency Of Subset Seletion 
 

We first compare the performance of instantaneous sum rate with the method of exhaustion. The 

threshold is ρ = 0.25; simulation time is 50 slot. As depicted in Figure 5, the performance of 

algorithm mentioned above is close to that of exhaustion method. It is well worth exchanging  

small degradation of performance to the large reduction of computational complexity. The 

principle cause of this degradation is that the period of subset selection is much longer than 

scheduled, the computational complexity of grouping can be considered negligible. Under the 
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condition of this simulation, number of user subsets are 9, the corresponding calculated amount is 

9, while the exhaustion method is ��� + ��8 + ��M + ��� = 2516. 

 
 

Figure 5. The comparison of the throughput 
 

B. Effect of threshold value G 

 
Figure 6. Throughput changes with threshold value C 

 

Next, we observe the system throughput while the threshold value ρ increases from 0.1 to 0.9 as 

shown in Figure 6. The performance climbs when ρ is from 0.1 to 0.3, but declines in residual 

value. The reason for this phenomenon is explained as follows. When ρ is very small approached 

to zero, the criterion for spatial orthogonality is very strict, then there may be just one or two 

users in one subset that limits the gain of multiplexing. When ρ takes a relatively large value, 

more spatial correlative users access to a sub set that causes the decrease of performance. 
 

C. Fairness of users 
 

Thirdly, we review another crucial index of resource scheduling: fairness. The prospective 

throughput proportion of the 16 users is ∅� = ∅8 = ⋯ = ∅�� = 1/16. The fairness as shown in 

Fig.8 when the time slots is 1000 is better than the case in Figure 7 for 500 time slots. This result 
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corresponds with long-term fairness feature of OFS [13] and demonstrates user grouping does not 

destroy the fairness between all of the users. 
 

 
Figure 7.  User average throughput during 500 slots 

 
Fig.ure 8.    User average throughput during 1000 slots 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

We have developed a framework for downlink multiuser MIMO system employing multiple 

transmit antennas, beam forming, and user subset selection to achieve efficient resource 

scheduling. Subset selection algorithm in this paper guarantee system satisfies the requirement for 

preprocessing meanwhile not brings the system large computational amount. We present 

simulation results to demonstrate that the grouping algorithm can effectively find the optimal user 

subset with good convergence performance, enhances the system spectrum efficiency and greatly 

reduces the complexity of resource scheduling. 
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